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ELTIM high-end AMPLIFIER  modules 
                                                                                                                                             updated July 25th, 2019 

 

SB-435/120  Front panel switch board module 
 

Basically, a preamplifier is nothing more than a collection of connectors, input switch, volume 
control and maybe tone/balance control components. A preamplifier mostly looks complicated 
due the huge bundles of wires, required to get everything connected.  
In line with about all our other designs, with this front panel connection board there is hardly any 
wire required.  This module holds the volume control potentiometer, the input selector switch, a 
possible gain readout meter and several LED’s for indication purposes.  
The module fits exactly behind a Slimline 3U (120mm) high cabinet frontpanel. 
 

Introduction  
The functioning of a preamplifier is connecting several sound sources to a power amplifier and at the 
same time control the volume in some way, mostly a logarithmic stereo potentiometer. 
We made this board in a way that you can L-mount it to our Pre-230 and Pre-330 preamplifier 
modules by two connectors. Basically that’s all you need to do to make you able to “communicate” 
with these preamplifier modules. As always, NO digital hocus pocus, since there is simply no need to. 

 
Full options mounted: double input indicators, digital and volume knob LED dB readout. VCA module is required for this. 

Note the position of the volume knob: -30dB. Most amps are at 0dB there already, second half is mostly not used. 
True PCB dimensions: 350x107mm (widest possible size our PCB manufacturer can handle) It fits in MODU Slimline 120mm high. 

 

Features: 
 There are NO audio signals on this board, except on potentiometer for passive preamps 

 Input selector switch ALPS and Lorlin types, 2x3 or 2x6 positions, also infinite rotation 

 Input selector LED’s around the Ø50mm (especially made, 40mm shown) knob and/or in a bar next to it 

 Volume control by a regular logarithmic potentiometer or DACT rotary, mounted in the front panel 

 Instead a linear potentiometer fits (holds 5V only) for controlling an ELTIM VCA module 

 There is a cut out drawn on the board in the size of the very nice ALPS carbon potentiometers 

 10dB gain step Dot/bar LED readout around the volume potentiometer (only with VCA) 

 Dot, dot till 0dB, dot till +10dB or bar LED readout selectable by a jumper 

 Selector switch (de)activating all lights on the front panel (night mode) 

 Selector switches with internal ring lights for muting out1 and out2 

 Specific 200mV digital readouts fit. I.c.w. any ELTIM VCA module give a readout in dB or 0 -10 value 

 Larger, intelligent LCDterm 1.77 full color display fits horizontal as well as vertical 

 Potentiometer is connected by a high quality 2x5 pin header to the Preamplifier module 

 Input selector (feeds 5V only!) connected to the preamplifier module by a 2x 13 pole header. 

 An extra 2x 13 pole header is mounted for connecting a uP system, reading the selector switch and 
output state  

 Independent on board 5V regulated supply 

 It fits exactly behind the front panel of any MODU Slimline cabinet in 120mm (or higher) size. 
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Functional explanation and layout 
Via this additional and optional board, you “communicate” with our PRE-230/330 Preamp modules. 
Connecting both modules by direct L-mounting there is NO wiring required, as with most of our modules. Use 
some flat cables if you use deeper than 170mm MODU cabinets.   
 

Use a common used Lorlin or an  ALPS (nicer “feel”) rotary switch for input selection. You can even use an 
“infinite” rotating switch. With an ALPS you just need to bend away a tab to get a switch like that. 
Around the 50mm knob you could mount 6 LED’s for input indication purposes in 60º angles (double angle 
from switch). Input 2 is at the top, so while using Pre-230 only three top positions are used. 
You also or instead could mount LED’s in a bar for input indication at the right to it. LED’s are in series in order 
to minimize power demands and then you just need to shortcut the ones you don’t want to use! 
 

A 200mV display fits on headers for a dB readout in combination with one of our VCA volume control modules. 
It will read  -90.0 / +12.0mV (=dB), coming from any of our VCA modules. SPI controlled goes to +30dB! 
The MURATA DMS-20PC models fit exactly. Use a 200mV version! 
 

At the same location also an intelligent LCDterm 1.77 full colour display fits, horizontal or vertical mounted. 
For this module we only provided headers to fix it and some to connect it to a required uP system. 
 

Below it a nice anti vandal power switch could fit through a 23mm hole. There are supply connections for 
powering an internal LED. You can decide for fixed or a switched (lights off) voltage. 
 

At the mid bottom 4 LED positions for lightning of our own ELTIM logo. There is a jumper position where 
minimal logo lighting still is possible if all lights off function is selected. 
 

Left from the middle there are positions for 3 mini anti vandal switches with internal ring LED: 
-  dimming all light ( listening deep at night, without being disturbed…). Logo will still light very dimmed. 
-  Muting of output 1 (internal ring LED is on if muted). Doesn’t work with Pre-230 module! 
-  Muting of output 2 (internal ring LED is on if muted) 

Mount them in the front panel, connect the board to it and then solder the contacts of the switches and LED’s. 
 

For mounting of a volume potentiometer there is a Ø10mm hole where a regular log. potentiometer fits. 
If you use f.e. and ALPS carbon type, you need to cutout a square, dimensions are printed on the board. 
If the preamp is used as a passive preamp a stereo log potentiometer is connected to this board directly and 
makes contact with a Pre-xxx board via 2x5 pin high quality gold plated headers. 6 pins are grounded. 
If an active preamplifier is built (with volume electronics on the Pre-board like our VCA modules) connect a 
single LINEAR potentiometer to the upper potmeter connections of the VCA-module by short wires.  
Feed the runner (0-5Vdc) signal to both (L+R) VCA IN tabs, since left and right can be changed seperately.  
 

With this 0 -5V runner signal you can feed a LED-dot/bar indicator, presenting the attenuation/gain in 10dB 
steps. This 10 LED’s are around the 50mm volume knob. At full counter clockwise position all LED’s are 
dimmed in any mode. With just two components we made it possible to present the volume differently: 

-   Single dot only, where a single LED is lighted at the current volume position in 10dB steps 
-   Single dot only, where presentation changes shortly to bar graph (all lower LED’s on) at 0dB position 
     At max clockwise rotation (+12dB) only 0dB and +10dB LEDs are on.  
-   Single dot only, where presentation changes to bar graph (all LED’s on) at +10dB position 
-   Bar mode, where active and all lower level LED’s are lighted. 

 
At full counter clockwise position (-90dB) all lights are off, regardless the mode. The amp is silent. 

No fancy smart device, just a 45 years old LM3914, yet in new PLCC20 housing. NO hocus pocus required. 
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Left from the middle at the bottom edge is a connector where all the switch positions are connected to our 
Preamplifier boards. This connector only leads 5Vdc switch positions and all the supply voltages of the 
Preamplifier. Every other pin of a flatcable connection is grounded. 
Just above it is a copy of this connector for communication with some other intelligent system, which can read 
all switch positions in 8-bit format. Also all supply voltages present. All bits are grounded with 8x 4k7 array.  
Below the selector switch we left as much as possible unused PCB area. You can use that for f.e. mounting 
input connectors, a headphone jack connector, etc. 
 

VCA module option 
You can change a PRE-230/330 passive preamplifier into an 
active version with addition of some extra electronics. This 
could be “something” of our own or by using f.e. one of our 
VCA modules on our Preamplifier boards. With these 
modules we do not use some kind of resistance in the signal 
line as most electronic volume controls do, but regulate the 
gain of an electronic circuit with a 0-5Vdc signal.  Due to this 
electronics the internal line impedances also become way 
lower and constant, resulting in better sound quality, less 
noise and hum, way nicer volume control etc.  

Note that a high quality potentiometer set just above silent is at -60dB. Our VCA’s go down to even -90dB. 
In most cases a preamp volume is at 0dB just above a 12 o’clock setting; with ours this will be at around 4 
o’clock. Our -60dB point is around 9 o’clock and so go further down till unnoticeable low level. 
From around 3 o‘clock position and on our VCA modules even amplify the input signal up to +12dB. 
The active volume control range about doubles, resulting in a way better tuning of the desired volume. 
The lin/log conversion (required since our ears have an antilog perception of sound level) is done by the VCA 
IC and is way more precise than a regular potentiometer, also between channels.  2% instead of 10-20%. 
Also signal paths become way shorter, since the volume potentiometer doesn’t lead the audio signals.  
The signal paths of a VCA module are very close to the signal rails on our Preamplifier modules.  
Volume is now controlled by a VCA module, receiving a 0-5Vdc signal from a LINEAR potentiometer.  
With this dc signal and VCA module signals, extra functions like a dB readout becomes possible. 
If you like, you even can control the VCA volume by a serial SPI data stream. 
 

Display -90.0/+12.0dB or 0.00 -10.00 readout 
While using one of our VCA modules you could connect a general available  
200mV digital readout to any of our VCA modules. We arranged a position for  
that at centre top of the board. The MURATA type at left can be plugged in.  
Our VCA modules provide an output per channel, giving exactly the dB level  
in mV, so from -90,0/+30,0mV, (+12 with potmeter). Third dec. dot to ground.  
 

Instead of a volume indication you could give it a balance level function, just by feeding both VCA reading 
outputs to the + and – input of the digital or to a centre position analogue meter. 
Both Vin+ and Vin- of the digital readout are available for this function, where Vin- normally is connected via 
the shield of a wire to Pgnd on the VCA module. Doing so gives a more stable reading. Despite that, 
unfortunately the decimal could flip every now and then because of the precise readout. 
 

You even could use both functions just by adding a switch, which connects Vin – to the right channel or to 
ground, that’s it. In a balance reading it will present the difference in dB between both channels where the 
minus sign will indicate to which side its balanced up. This switch function is NOT provided on SB-435/120 ! 
 

If you prefer a 0.00 -10.00 readout, this could be done very easy. Use a 200mV display type and  connect it to 
the 1/50th voltage divider on board of our SB-435/120. The 1/50th divider will give an output of 0 – 0,1V and 
so, the display will show 000 – 100. All three decimal dots of the display are hardwired and can be connected 
to ground, so in this case while using the second one results in a reading of 0.00 – 10.00. 
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Digitally controlled Preamplifier 
With the more and more functional and small uP devices like Arduino, etc. hobbyists of digital audio could 
make this project a nice learner for programming as well. Digital, yet still with analogue audio quality. 
(Yes, quality built analogue setups still sound better than most digital equipment, sorry. More spatial 3D and musical “being there” sound.) 

 The selector position is already available in 8-bit format. 

 The volume can be read i.c.w. a VCA module 0-5V  or   -90 -  +12mV 

 Instead of a regular 200mV readout you could decide for an intelligent full colour display. 
This one could be controlled by a uP as well and show the volume and selected input/outputs by  
doing some programming work yourself. 

 
Since you also can control our VCA modules by a 0-5Vdc voltage or SPI data, you could use an intelligent 
system for controlling the preamplifier. You can even “read” the input selector and output status at a 
connector in 8 bits. Each bit is one relay. 
Volume position can even be “read” via an A/D convertor, processing the 0-5Vdc volume signal.  
While using a motorised ALPS potmeter, you could also control the volume knob position. 
 
 
 

Intelligent full colour display option 
 

In order to be able to make it a real nice looking amp 
as well, we made positions for an intelligent full colour 
display called LCDterm 1.77. You can mount it 
horizontal or vertical in the centre up position of this 
board. The connector positions are in a way, that the 
display is in the middle in both cases. 
While vertical mounted, you even could use the three 
tiny knobs below the display. 
 

You don’t need to program every dot independently. 
You can send text strings by SPI to it, f.e.:   
 

        -  Set font to “a” 
 -  Set color to “b” 

-  Set cursor position at “x;y” 
 -  Write string f.e. “Input 1” 

 

And “Input 1” will be shown with the selected font (20 types), in the selected colour and the selected position. 
This programming is most easy after some practising. Some examples in the pictures above. 
 

In the internal memory of the display you can even 
store up to 20 full colour images, see example: 
Displaying them can be done with a similar, single  
line command as shown above.   
 

The required connector is mounted totally free 
from all the other electronics of the SB-435/120. 
Program it by an SPI datastream. 
 

For details of programming and use of this nice  
display, read the manual. 

 
 
 

This design is copyrighted  
by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2019 © 

PE1LTM 
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MODU Slimline 435x130x10mm front panel CNC work. 

A ready CNC worked MODU Slimline cabinet will be available soon. 
We use NEW Ø50mm knobs, 3mm recessed in the front panel. 

6 LED’s around the left one indicate selected input, 10 LED’s at right the volume position.  
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